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Abstract: In this paper, we focus on early dynamic digital experiments in type design, conducted at 

workshops in Finland, Belgium and Ireland. After a short historic overview of hardware and software 

evolution (and limitations) at the end of last century, we will discuss examples from the partici-

pants. Such workshops typically lasted between one to two weeks. Students learned Fontographer, 

a font development tool and Macromedia Director, a new media authoring tool, during the work-

shop week. The assignment was to create an experimental typeface and present it with Director in 

a way that is suitable for the typeface. We prefer to call these results “digital sketches” although 

many of the designs transcend that notion by their appearance. The conference presentation raises 

questions on archiving and the problems of obsolescence in the ever evolving world of digital me-

dia.  

 

Introduction : 

In order to offer new vistas of teaching, the department of Graphic Design at the Institute 

of Design in Lahti, Finland, worked both with Finns and international visitors. The re-
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quirement was that they were not only experts in their field, but could provide the trans-

fer of knowledge and skills whilst enthusing the students. From 1998 onwards, one of the 

regular visitors included Lucas Nijs, a Belgian designer and teacher specializing in new 

media. Tarja Nieminen, who served as the Head of the Graphic Design department in the 

late 1990s, focused strongly in implementing new media into the curriculum. In 1998,  

Tarja was searching for a teacher to give a typography workshop. She invited Lucas Nijs 

who had been doing pioneering digital design work in Europe since the mid-1980s. From 

1989 till 1994, Lucas worked as a graphic designer at Apple Computer Europe in Paris, 

France. At that time Lucas Nijs was getting more and more interested in new media so he 

suggested a workshop which would combine digital font creation (Fontographer) with new 

media (Macromedia Director). 

 

The context  

During the digital era, rapid changes in tools and technologies have had enormous 

impact on the role of design and the day to day practice of the graphic designer. 

Macintosh computers, known and marketed as Macs and designed, developed, and 

marketed by Apple Inc. became available for creative professionals in 1984. Shortly 

afterwards, digital culture proliferated. New markets and new tools were partnered. 

Computer graphics rapidly altered the professional practice of the graphic designer. 

 

In the Graphic Design department of the Institute of Design in Lahti, Finland, the 

first Macs were bought in 1990, the department purchased two Macintosh II fx 8/80 

computer stations, a very expensive outlay for an educational institute at the time. 

During the same year, two Super Mac Trinitron (19"/ 24 -bits) units were purchased. 

In 1992, a complete computer room was installed including 12 Macintosh Quadra 900 

32/160 stations. Since then, the hardware and software were updated as regularly as 

possible. In 1998, for example, more advanced PowerMac G3 stations (384 / 9Gb/ MT 

333) were bought. 

 

The workshops 

1. First workshop: The typeFaces, Lahti, Finland 1998 

The main idea was to do research on the changing reading and writing habits across socie-

ty. There were many underlying ideas, many of which educational ones, such as group dy-

namics, showing inspirational previous work, group discussions, crash courses, stimulating 

and motivational directions etc., to give these workshops.  

There were nine attendants in total. Lucas Nijs started off with a two-hour presentation of 
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typographic experiments from Antwerp students. Lucas did not inform the participants 

they were done during a whole academic year. So he did not lie to them but the students 

must have been thinking it was all done in similar workshops. This was one of the educa-

tional tricks: if students believe other students managed the same assignment, they be-

lieve they can do it as well. 

 

 
t y p e F A C E S: The workshop was called typeFaces 

when accidentally a photograph of the students was blurred and their faces 

looked like characters. 

 

The workshop started on Monday, 14 December in 1998 at noon, and ended on Friday, 

18 December, at 14:25, meaning the students only had four days to finish their pro-

ject. From these four days a whole day was spent on software instruction (half a day 

Fontographer and half a day Director). In short, the assignment was as follows: de-

sign an experimental typeface, produce it in Fontographer and present it with new 

media via Director. On Friday a CD-rom was burned with all the presentations, acces-

sible through an interface. 

 

Thinking backwards, we must have been crazy to think this could have worked. To 

our amazement (and probably that of the students as well) it did. Apparently all the 

ingredients needed for a successful workshop were present: no time (so students 

were almost forced to pursue their first idea), group dynamics (there was a meeting 

every morning at 9 am and every evening at 5 pm, where the whole group discussed 

their projects), knowledge and skills (the courses and use of the new software) con-

fidence (a crazy and enthusiastic teacher who acted like he had done this many 

times before), facilities (the equipment and support in Lahti were excellent, thanks 

to Kari Halme) and of course a challenging and rich subject: ‘experimental’ typogra-
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phy. The word ‘experimental’ was not only there because of the lack of time and 

craftsmanship to create a ‘classical’ font. 

 

 
Lasse Kangasmaa: Feelings 

Lasse created a typeface where every character became like an actor playing his/her role. He 

assigned some emotional feelings to each character and expressed that in motion and sound 

when one hovered over the letter with the mouse. 

 

 
 

Sami Saramäki: Styrox 

Sami destroyed the packaging of an old computer (that makes it digital not?) and created a 3D- 

typeface. In Fontographer of course this needed to be translated in black and white, and 2D. 

This translation is a very good excercise for graphic designers. Balancing between the losses 

and the gains in such a translation is a key element in visual communication. 
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Janne Harju: Harpolis  

An idea he had for a long time and finally he could make it! When you create an idea from the 

heart you can move on in life. 

 

 
Heli Penttinen: infotex 

A wonderful idea and execution. It was the time when everybody was expecting the millennium 

bug. She made some stencils, only seven shapes, and by rotation and mirroring these stencils 

you could Banksy-wise inform the community. By coincidence, or not, one could create the 

name of the typeface with these seven shapes: infotex. Brilliant! 

 

 
Jussi Karjalainen: Melba 

Also an old idea from the heart. With the back of his pen and Chinese ink. 
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2. The second workshop: Facing Type workshop, Lahti, Finland 1999 

 

For the most of the students it was their first experience with typeface design, that´s why 

the workshop was called “Facing Type”. The students were attracted by the workshop of 

the previous year, which was a great start on motivation. In Lucas´s opinion, the reputa-

tion of the previous year helped a lot. The students saw and heard from the previous 

year’s students what they accomplished, so no educational tricks were needed anymore. 

Also important was what Lucas calls “group dynamics”. For instance, in this workshop, he 

had to convince the person he spotted as the “leader” of the group to work on an experi-

mental typeface. Once “the leader” starts working hard, the rest of the group acknowl-

edges that it is worthwhile and they follow! It is that simple… Here, the difficult part is to 

spot the leader and motivate him/her. 

 

 
The workshop interface 

 

 
Sami Kortemäki: eSans 

eSans, meaning “essence” in Finnish, a typeface by Sami Kortemäki - a co-founder of a Nether-

lands-based typeface studio Underware http://www.underware.nl/ - then a student in Lahti –  

http://www.underware.nl/
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a font that could be manipulated interactively to resemble anything from triangles to Finnish fir 

trees. One could even move every tree individually.  

 

 
Juri Patrikainen: Post Script Terror 

Juri had special “vibes”. Whenever he came close to a computer, it would crash! Whenever he 

managed to create a new font, the computer would generate a “postscript error”! The printer 

would even mutilate his font. Unbelievable, and the name PostScript Terror was justified. 

 

 
Kustaa Saksi: Rubik     

Kustaa, currently a renowned illustrator and graphic artist living in Amsterdam, Netherlands 

(http://www.kustaasaksi.com/)  was intrigued by 3D typefaces, he created them in Adobe Flash 

and then made a four-letter word(!) generator to combine them and create “new” words. All 

embedded in a Space Odyssey atmosphere. 

 

 

3. The third workshop 2000, Lahti, Finland 2000 

This was a crowded workshop because students from the new media department started 

getting interested as well. For the first time Lucas Nijs let a student create the interface. 

Unfortunately because he used Flash, this interface crashes when switching to a project. 

Through an interdisciplinary approach, the ‘nerdy ones’ from new media and the ‘arty’ 

ones from the graphic design department, provided a more fertile soil for creative collab-

http://www.kustaasaksi.com/
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oration to happen. They learn more from each other than from the teacher (as always!). 

Advisable. 

 

 
Antti Hinkula: the workshop 2000 interface 

Amazingly well done considering we were only in the year 2000! 

 

 
Antti Hinkula: Water   

Then a student in new media, later on a co-founder of Kokoro & Moi - a renowned Finnish de-

sign studio - together with Teemu Suviala http://www.kokoromoi.com/. Antti raised the bar 

real high. He wanted the type to appear as ripples in the water. In those days where the tech-

nology to do that did not really exist this was very challenging, but he managed. 

 

http://www.kokoromoi.com/
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Teemu Suviala: Goodie Bag   

A hilarious adventure. He secretly emptied an anonymous trash can and then looked for a type-

face in it. He found one, and then made a kind of game where you need to throw the bags into 

a bin, which is trying to escape... Luckily he also created a “drag queen” that helps you win-

ning the game... 
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ILJA KARSIKAS: Shadow Play     

All the plastic toys of his childhood can be found in this typeface. It is a story about his youth, 

his sister, his memories. One of the best stories ever told in the history of the workshops. 
 

 

 
ERKKI TUOMI: Wall Paper    

During the first meetings, nobody quite believed in Erkki’s idea. On top of this he failed to ex-

plain it very clearly. However, staying faithful to the belief that “ideas come from the heart”, 

everybody pushed him forward regardless. Finally when it was finished, he could now show in-

stead of explain his idea. Everybody was immediately convinced. The typefaces he made did 

disappear in the wallpaper and the text he is showing now talked about readability. We cannot 

stress enough that the trust and belief in a students´ capability is crucial for success. Even if 

one as a teacher starts “panicking” one must try to get the student’s idea to appear, not the 

teacher´s. 
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Nils Kajander: Makinen Was Here, a font as a tribute to the Finnish renowned rally 

driver Tommi Mäkinen. 

 

 

4. The fourth workshop, Lahti, Finland 2002 
 

 
The workshop interface 
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Tinka Lindroth: Stroke, a calligraphic font  

Art for art’s sake. She created a painting tool. Type was handled in a very emotional, action 

painting way. If one typed words, one created an action painting. 

 

 
Eija Pimiä: Schema, a psychoanalytic font 

Tell dr. Irrenartz what you see in the Rorschach typeface and he tells you how crazy you are. 

 

 
Matti Riikonen: Riper, a vicious font. 

A very, very cruel presentation. An idea from his heart... 
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Pauli Salmi: Malabar 

A font created by using chewing gum. It portrays the designer as a fashionable type, surround-

ed by the latest hypes. Was it a prophecy? 

 

 

5.  The fifth workshop, Maluma/Takete, Lahti, Finland 2003 

A workshop where Lucas Nijs introduced a new approach: formal language. Students had 

to work in teams of two (also a new introduction). They had to create two typefaces for 

opposite meanings developed by the team. A very Finnish interface by the way. 
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The workshop interface 

 
 

Taru Staudinger and Paulina Mäkelä: Playground    

These girls had so much fun during the workshop and it shows! The characters which they ani-

mated are supplied with audio fragments, using only the voices and items on their desk. One of 

the top-hits of all workshops combined. Everybody who has witnessed this shares the pure joy 

and positiveness captured in this interactive presentation. The Finnish alphabet characters, 

those with many umlauts and only accessible from a Finnish keyboard are the most funny! 

 

 
Piia Aho and Markus Haataja: Whisper 

A theatrical presentation, featuring James Bond and an unknown beauty. 
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6. The Sixth workshop, Lahti, Finland 2004 

In these workshops Lucas Nijs was already introducing DrawBot, a predecessor and inspira-

tion for NodeBox1 (http://www.nodebox.net), an application developed by his own re-

search group at St-Lucas called EMRG (www.emrg.be). The focus was now on teaching the 

students how to program: a big challenge (for the teachers and the students). 

Frederik De Bleser and Tom De Smedt joined him as assistant teachers. They were gradu-

ate students at that moment and working on the software for their thesis. The purpose of 

the workshop was to create a book of 624 pages in one week. One needs a special soft-

ware as a designer to be able to do that in a couple of days! No more Director, Flash or  

CD-rom but now instead a single website! 

http://workshops.nodebox.net/2004/day12.php 

 

 
Hannele Törrö: ?????? 

Hannele had some questions with the assignment... 

 
Rasmus Snabb: Haiku  

Turning a haiku into a big book, nice idea. 

Adobe Reader reads it for you too. 

 

http://www.nodebox.net/
http://www.emrg.be/
http://workshops.nodebox.net/2004/day12.php
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Ulla Rantanen:: I Wish I Knew What To Do 

If you don’t know what to do, you can at least publish that! 

 

 

9. The ninth workshop, "Memes", Lahti, Finland, 2007 

The last dynamic experimental typeface design workshop (and the 9th of its kind) in Lahti 

was titled "Memes" and held on 8-16 February 2007. The central theme of the workshop 

was “memes”. The assignment was to choose a meme and analyze the chosen meme from 

every angle. Focus on the characteristics of the typeface, then finally create a typeface 

with FontLab and/or a system with NodeBox1 (a software created by Nijs, De Bleser and 

De Smedt) that communicates the idea behind the meme. A live report site of the work-

shop, is available at http://workshops.nodebox.net/2007/. Alternatively for older work-

shops, visit http://www.designlooksnice.com. 

 

 

Samples from other workshops conducted by Lucas Nijs in Antwerp and Dublin that took 

inspiration from the early Lahti workshops: 

 

1. Experimental Type Scanner, the first workshop in Antwerp in 2000 

 

 
The workshop interface 

http://workshops.nodebox.net/2007/
http://www.designlooksnice.com/
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David Boon: (5°) - a font created with just one bracket! 

 

 
Joke Hautekiet: Train font 

Inspired by typography on train wagons. She used kerning creatively to achieve the same look 

and feel. 

 

 
Koen Meggers: Olifont 

When a fine arts student joins, the circus starts! There is mr Balloony, he shapes balloons 

in the form of characters. And then the biggest(!) act: the elephants posing as characters. 
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Marthe Van Dessel: Code. 

You can’t read it: it is coded! 

 

2. „Re” workshop, Antwerp, Belgium, 2001 

 

 
Workshop: re: interface 

 

 
Frederik De Bleser: archetype 

The characters are reconstructed from pieces of the character with one rule: they may 

never be in the same place as in the original. This happens in real time, you can type and 

the characters are immediately constructed. All different. 
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Ine Beerten: re:vision.  

The spine counts 26 bones, there you go… It sends a shiver down your spine and shows 

you the alphabet. 

 

 
Els Broodthaers: Accident.  

Every character represents a way you might die… A plane crashing into a skyscraper for 

instance, a very actual way in those days. 
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3. "Outlaws" workshop, Antwerp, Belgium, 2001 

 

 
Evert Bloemsma appeared as a special guest, and when he said at a given moment that all the 

students were breaking the typography laws, the title of the workshop became type „outlaws”, 

he was the classical type sheriff. You can recognize him top right in the interface, right above 

the young(er) Lucas. 
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Bob De Schutter: Chainiac 

Bob, meanwhile dr. Bob created a font that always connects like a chaingang. And you 

can play chainiac invaders with it, but you will always loose. 

 

 
Nico Potvin: Getto 

Nico climbed to the institute´s roof to take pictures of the surrounding (bad) Belgian architec-

ture. The resulting typeface has an architectural notion to it, how would that be possible? 

 

 

2. Rawhide workshop, Antwerp, 2002 

Students could not agree on the type of music playing while they were working in the 
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same room. It ultimately became country style, so the interface turned into flapping sa-

loon doors. 

 

 
The workshop interface 

 
Jan Leenders: Color Code 

 If characters would be colours. Jan invented a whole translation system and an order for 

the colour alphabet. He also made a translation for Fontlab in black and white, based on 

the mouth movements when you pronounce the letters. Cool. 

 

 

5. AdLib: workshop, Dun Laoghaire, Dublin, 2002 

 

In this workshop all created typefaces battled with each other, the assignment fo-

cused on fonts expressing or carrying emotions. The font battles resulted in „Art”. 
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AdLib: workshop interface 

 

 

 
Alexander Ka Cha Ban:  

a font that will hypnotize and mesmerize you. 
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Bob De Schutter: jellybounce 

Trying to make a font for both the blind and the seeing. You could see it through vibra-

tion. 

 

 
Frederik De Bleser: Typolution 

The word processor from hell. When you type, the truth appears „in between the lines” telling 

the true stories - if you can cope with all the fake error messages that pop up all the time. 
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Gary Gill: Chuck  

Facial expressions express a lot he has been told and so he did just that: paint the type 

on his face and then express! 

 

 

Conclusions 

The early workshops were a great opportunity to experiment with new ways to communi-

cate - ways of adding emotion, feelings, poetry, art, music, motion - to the self initiated 

vehicles of communication created by the workshop attendants whose works we could call 

now, in retrospect,  ‘digital roughs’. For the students they served as a way - not only to 

explore typography, not only to investigate communication, not only to learn some com-

puter programs - but maybe most of all: to discover the way they could function as a de-

signer in the visual communication process by expressing their  ‘ideas from the heart’. 

 

All in all, in Lahti, eight similar workshops took place after the infamous first one and 

many more followed elsewhere inspired by these. The results, nine CD-roms prove that 

Lucas Nijs stumbled on a very interesting recipe. The attendants always took care of the 

spices.  

 

For Lucas Nijs, these workshops were the starting point for the EMRG, Experimental Media 

Research Group, a cross-domain research group he founded in 2004 at the St. Lucas School 

of Arts in Antwerp, Belgium. The group is occupied with technological advancement in 

graphic design, and computer intelligence in general. EMRG specializes in computer 

graphics, user experience, creativity, but also in artificial intelligence and natural lan-

guage processing. EMRG is passionate about open source software. Most of their tools are 

free or have licenses active to artistic, scientific, non-profit as well as commercial organi-

zations. EMRG continues to be passionate about teaching, too. The group is internationally 
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recognized for their lectures and workshops inspiring the next generation of digital innova-

tors.  

 

 

The legacy and spirit of the early workshops lives on. Lucas Nijs´s latest experimental dy-

namic typeface design workshop (now titled Dynamic Font Animation) took place at the 

School of Art, Design and Architecture of the Aalto University in Helsinki in May 2015. In 

the workshop, the attendants were focusing now on programming type, Fontlab Studio 5 

was used for creating fonts and NodeBox Live, the new web version, to dynamically play 

with all created characters but ultimately, it was the same basic principle: learning a tool 

and having fun with type. 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/123825929 

 

https://vimeo.com/123825929
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